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 Welcome to the 1st annual Tax Rep Summit

 There will be a coffee break later this am and this afternoon

 Lunch will be buffet, so please try and go up in small groups so we don’t 
bunch up

 Other than lunch you are expected to keep your masks on – its Nevada’s 
rule, not ours.

 CE/CPE Certificates will be handed out at the end of the program (in the 
room).  

Welcome & Housekeeping: In-Person
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 There will be a coffee break later this am and this afternoon

 Please take your lunch when we take ours, around 12:00 pm PST (3pm EST)

 There will be 32 attendance polls launched.  You just need to click and 
confirm you are here.  There is no heads up so you must be watching in front 
of your computer.

 After we review the attendance reports, if you do the polls, a link for you to 
claim your certificate will be sent to you before Friday for the program

 For the trivia questions, please post your answer in the Q&A box and we will 
be selecting winners

Welcome & Housekeeping: Virtual
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 We will be asking tax trivia 
questions throughout the 
program, and the winners will 
win their choice of Tax Rep 
Swag!

 During a break take it to 
Klemens and let him know what 
you want (take it or we can ship 
it if we are out here)

Trivia Questions
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Swag
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 Started managing tax franchises in 2006.

 Developed Audit Detective in 2010.

 Qualified as an N.T.P.I. Fellow in 2015.

 Worked as a programmer for the largest Tax Resolution Company 
integrating automated transcript systems into workflow programs.

 Assisted in the downloading and research of over 30 million 
transcripts.

 To date our software has been used to download over 500 million 
transcripts

Roger Nemeth, EA, NTPI Fellow, President, THS



 Licensed to practice in Florida since 2012
Practiced Tax Controversy from 2012-2020 for one of the 

largest national tax resolution companies.
Resolved millions in tax debts, logged thousands of call 

hours with IRS collections personnel, and worked with 
hundreds of clients to resolve their tax controversy issues.

 Subject matter expert in tax issues facing small 
businesses, particularly payroll tax debts, with years of 
practical experience in achieving excellent results for my 
client.  

Catharine O’Connor, Esq.
Head of Education, Tax Mentor 



Bill Nemeth, EA, MBA
WGNemeth@aol.com
Atlanta, GA

17 + years as an Enrolled Agent; 30+ Years as a Tax Professional
GAEA Immediate Past President & GAEA Education Chair
Elected member of NAEA Affiliate Council – serving my 3rd term.
Former Prometic Contractor  for 3 years (RTRP test development; SEE Level 3 test development)
Taught SEE 3 online for 3 years for Gleim
Member of the IRS SE Liaison Group since 2010; former member of the GA DOR Practitioner Group
NTPI Fellow 2013
NAEA Education Foundation Trustee; member of the Scholarship Committee.
Former Chair & current member of the NAEA Tax Track Committee 
Discussion Leader - NTPI Level 2; taught transcript analysis NTPI Level 1; taught Practice Management
Bachelors degree in Automotive Engineering - Kettering Institute – (formerly General Motors Institute)
Masters degrees (MIT) in Mechanical Engineering
MBA in Marketing (Wayne State University) 
Have presented in-person & on-line webinars for the following  organizations:  IRS, GAEA, NAEA, ASTPS, NCPE,  
Auburn University; State Societies: Oklahoma, Alabama, Arizona, Iowa, North Carolina, New Mexico, New York, 
Northern New England. 
Currently works with troubled taxpayers (audits and representation). 8

mailto:WGNemeth@aol.com
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 Managing partner in Green & Sklarz LLC, a boutique tax firm with offices
in Connecticut and New York.

 Focus is civil and criminal taxpayer representation before the
Department of Justice Tax Division, Internal Revenue Service and state
Departments of Revenue Services.

 Has served as a columnist for CCH’s Journal of Practice & Procedure.

 Attorney Green is the past Chair of the Executive Committee of the
Connecticut Bar Association’s Tax Section.

 Eric is a Fellow of the American College of Tax Counsel (“ACTC”).

 Founder of Tax Net Network

Eric Green, Esq.
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Eric Green, Esq.



WHO I AM
●I’ve spent 20+ years refining and perfecting the 

sales process for accounting and tax pros so that 
they can get paid premium fees upfront and double 
their firm revenue.

●I worked at Moss Adams as an analyst early in my 
career.

●I specialize in helping accountants and tax pros 
reclaim their power, their time and financial freedom 
in their firm so they can thrive and prosper.

●And I even pitched to the most shrewd investors on 
Shark Tank with my previous company.
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 Next Year?  4-Day Event:

1. Platinum Members Retreat

2. – 4. Conference

Ideas for the Conference:

a. Marketing Workshop?  (No CE/CPE)

b. Nuts & Bolts vs Advanced Track?

c. Software (No CE/CPE)

News
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 The Ethics Workshop (12/16)

 Forensic Reconstruction Workshop (12/22)

 The Client Intake: What Now? (1/11/22)

 Accounting Web Summit (5/9/22 – 5/12/22) – Special TRN Workshop on 5/9?

News – Upcoming Programs



New Client Intake

Best Practices For Client Onboarding
An Advanced Look At The Process



Presentation Materials Are 
Copyrighted

Recently several of our webinars have been rebroadcast or used by 
other practitioners or companies to do their own presentations. I 
absolutely believe in collaboration with other tax professionals but 
please do not use all or part of this presentation without 
permission. A lot of work goes into these presentations.



Disclaimer
The information in this webinar is for informational & education purposes only and does 

not constitute legal advice or opinion.
Reasonable efforts are taken to ensure the accuracy and integrity of the presented 

information and materials provided. Tax Help Software is not responsible for misprints, 
out of date information, omissions, technical inaccuracies, typographical or other errors.
Tax Help Software makes no representations or warranty whatsoever, express or implied, 

regarding the completeness, accuracy, or adequacy of, or suitability, functionality, 
availability or operation of the information or materials herein.
By using these materials you assume the risk that the information and materials herein 

may be incomplete, inaccurate, or inappropriate for your situation or in your jurisdiction.
In no event will Tax Help Software be liable for damages of any kind including – without 

limitation – any special, indirect, incidental or inconsequential damages. 



Presentation Overview
This is an advanced tax resolution onboarding class with my best 
practice recommendations. This class will cover how I would 
evaluate my practice to create process and procedures to maximize 
profitability and customer expectations.

I will also review best practices for obtaining third party data for 
your clients.



Handouts
 Case Projection Overview Worksheet
 Sample FOIAs

 Audit File Request
 SFR or Archived Income Request
 TXMODA

 LexisNexis
 Sample Report
 Information on LexisNexis products



Recommended Archived Webinars
 Onboarding Tax Resolution and Tax Prep Clients
 2848/8821 Best Practices

 Tax Mentor members have access to the most recent 
content, but CPA Academy also has older archived webinars 
available.



Fundamentals of Collection Work

Remember your time has value.
Resolution is a function of:

― Amount Charged. Minus
― Lead Cost.
― Man Hours.
― Additional Overhead.

The more time you spend talking with your client the less money you make.
Cases worked efficiently make more money.
Your processes determine your profitability.



Scale Your Onboarding To Fit The Case
Not all cases need a full case prep and full research.
 Remember the more hours worked on a case is less revenue.
 This is an advanced onboarding class. This does not translate to 

researching each case to the maximum.
 For example a $50,000 tax debt case from a pyramiding taxpayer 

that is able to enter into a full pay IA does not need as much 
research and preparation as a $2 million dollar case with 
multiple audits and disputed tax positions.



Increased Labor Costs Threaten 
Resolution Case Profitability

Labor costs have skyrocketed since the start of the COVID event. 
Many national employers have increased their minimum pay to $15 
per hour or more. Skilled labor is even more.

An informal poll I conducted recently indicated an Enrolled Agent 
with some experience can cost $45,000 to $60,000 per year or 
more depending on where you are located.

Amazon has announced their minimum rate is now $18/hour.



Bloomberg News U.S. Employment Costs Rise at Record Pace as Wages Surge By Reade Pickert October 29, 2021



Experienced Tax Professionals Are 
Difficult To Retain

Having managed tax practices for several years I began to realize 
once a tax pro reaches a certain level of experience they will often 
leave and launch their own practice.

Many of you here today probably started doing taxes for someone 
else and left to launch your own practice.



Employment Projections

Hourly Rate Per Day Per Week Per Month Per Year

Additional 
Employee 
Costs

Total 
Employee 
Cost

Hours 8 40 173 2,080 15%
$12.00 $96.00 $480.00 $2,080.00 $24,960.00 $3,744.00 $28,704.00
$15.00 $120.00 $600.00 $2,600.00 $31,200.00 $4,680.00 $35,880.00
$18.00 $144.00 $720.00 $3,120.00 $37,440.00 $5,616.00 $43,056.00
$20.00 $160.00 $800.00 $3,466.67 $41,600.00 $6,240.00 $47,840.00

Enrolled Agent Estimates
$21.63 $173.08 $865.38 $3,750.00 $45,000.00 $6,750.00 $51,750.00
$24.04 $192.31 $961.54 $4,166.67 $50,000.00 $7,500.00 $57,500.00
$28.85 $230.77 $1,153.85 $5,000.00 $60,000.00 $9,000.00 $69,000.00

Amazon Base 
Wage



Inventory Management
A successful tax resolution practice is all about managing client 

inventory. All of the large tax resolution companies focus on 
inventory management to create profits.
Here are some guidelines for you to use as a starting point.

―If the client is in compliance the resolution should be submitted within 45 days of 
engagement.

―The IRS response and negotiation for a non-OIC or non-RO case should take an 
additional 45-60 days (OIC and/or RO case is between 6 months and a year and a half).

―If the taxpayer is not compliant add another 45 days.
―These timelines are problematic if collections only defers action for 30 days. 

Remember charge accordingly if these times need to be decreased.
―Some firms have a 30-day goal for compliance and initial submission on all cases. The 

less the better but be realistic. Remember your client is the variable in most cases.



The Biggest Variable In Time To Work 
The Case Is The Client!!!!

Although other factors can delay a case being worked the client is 
the main hurdle to overcome.



Remember Who Your Client Is!!!
Tax resolution clients are usually:
 Organized
 Punctual
 Responsible
 Honest
 Technologically Adept
 Photographic Memory



This Is Really Your Client
 Your client is more likely somebody that will need to be managed 

through the process.
 There is a reason they are having tax problems.
 There are exceptions where really responsible and organized 

people get in trouble but again they are the exception.



Average Case Timeline 
Example



Optimal Case Timeline 
Example



Managing Your Inventory.
The faster cases can be closed the more cases can be worked!!!
Reasons Tax Pros make for keeping cases open longer:

 Waiting for payment to be completed
 The fear is once the resolution is submitted the client will stop 

paying.
 Want the perception that it took longer than it did.

 If you can get a PPIA accepted in less than 10 days but charged 
$3,500 (or more) client might perceive they overpaid.

 Gives your client more time to provide requested information
 The longer you give them the longer they will take.



Understand Your Business Processes
If you don’t know what your average hours worked per case is you 
need to figure it out.

Time is your enemy in tax resolution.



Internal Practice Evaluation
 Case Projection Overview Worksheet



Why Did The Big Resolution 
Companies Struggle A Decade Ago?

What is the difference between the resolution firms a decade ago (JK Harris, 
TaxMasters and Roni Deutch) and the firms now (Optima, Omni, Tax Defense 
Network)?

 The firms from a decade ago failed due to inventory mismanagement. They 
were able to sell the cases but they were not able to effectively manage them.

 The firms that filled the vacuum a decade ago started to rely on technology, 
processes and procedures.



Quick Turn Around
In 2014, just two years after most of the large resolution firms were 
forced to close, Tax Defense Network was purchased for $55 million 
dollars.

Working there I realized it was built on policy and procedures 
enhanced by new technology.



Boutique Vs High Volume
There are generally considered two types of tax resolution firms:
 Boutique Firm: These firms are usually smaller. Each Tax Pro 

handles most if not all of the case.
 High Volume: These firms rely on process and procedures and 

often use assembly line processes to optimize payroll.
 The third is a hybrid office that appears to be the “Talent” doing 

all the work but behind the scenes there is a group supporting 
the process.



How A Successful Resolution 
Company Is Set-Up

Director

Business Team Individual Advanced 
Team

Individual Team Individual Team



Team Structure
Team Lead

EA, CPA, Attorney

JR EA, CPA, Attorney

Team Member Team Member

JR EA, CPA, Attorney

Team Member Team Member



COVID Surcharge
COVID has definitely impacted case processing times. I recommend one of two 
strategies:

1. Increase your fees
2. Add a COVID Surcharge

 I prefer the COVID surcharge. It implies it is temporary and out of your control.



Initial Case Investigation:
To Charge or Not to Charge?

Some tax pros charge for the initial interview and some charge for the 
transcript analysis.
Many Tax Pros do this for free, but it does have value. We recommend 

charging between $100 and $1,500 (or more if the case warrants it) and 
letting them deduct that amount from their resolution fees (Just make sure to 
build this in your fee structure).
Charging for the initial IRS Account Analysis can be a good indicator if the 

client is just shopping or fishing for free information or if they are committed.



The Client Is Most Motivated During 
The Initial Meeting

Close the deal and get as much information requested in the initial 
meeting as possible.

If you can access transcripts during the initial interview your 
chances of getting them as a paid client increases significantly.



The Bottleneck
 Currently the largest obstacle Tax Professionals face is in getting 

permission to access their client’s records.
 During the peak of COVID CAF processing was averaging 12 to 16 

weeks or more (3+ months).
 Currently (December 2021) processing via fax or the upload 

portal is 2-3 weeks and has been continually improving.



Submission Methods
FAX MAIL Digital Upload 

Portal
January 2021

Online POA & TIA
TAX PRO Account 
July 2021

Form(s) 2848 & 8821 2848 & 8821 2848 & 8821 Proprietary 
online POA/TIA

Signature Wet Only Wet Only Wet or Electronic None

Taxpayer Authorization Sign & Date Form Sign & Date Form Sign & Date Form Using IRS Account

Individual Tax Types YES YES YES YES

Business & Other Tax Types YES YES YES NO

How far back? 1990 1990 1990 2000

Use This One 
With a Wet 
Signature!!!



Recommended Upload Portal Process
 Recommendation is to use wet signatures.
 It is OK for the taxpayer to fax or scan copies back to the tax 

pro.
 This allows the 2848/8821 to be submitted to both CAF Unit via 

Upload Portal and faxed to PPS/PPL/ACS for instant access to 
transcripts and other information requests while awaiting CAF 
processing.

 We will cover the e-Signature restrictions on the upcoming 
slides.



Upload Portal Drawbacks
 Unable to bulk upload multiple forms.
 Several questions must be answered for each form submitted.

 What type of form?
 Did taxpayer sign electronically remotely?
 Attestation that tax pro verified identity?
 Domestic or international taxpayer?
 Then add taxpayer ssn, attach form and submit.

 Confirmation e-Mail does not identify which taxpayer was received.
 Not even some kind of unique tracking number.



e-Signatures
 IRS e-Signatures are only authorized to be uploaded through the IRS Online 

Portal.
 The CAF Unit will not accept faxed e-Signatures.
 PPL/PPS/ACS will not accept faxed e-Signatures.

 e-Signatures require a higher level of validation of the Taxpayer’s Identity 
before they can be submitted.
 The IRS based the verification process in Publication 1345, Handbook for 

Authorized IRS e-File Providers, but expanded the requirements even 
further.



e-Signatures ID Verification
 According to the IRS FAQ’s on Main Portal Page it expands on Pub 1345:
If you do not have personal knowledge of the taxpayer’s identity, you must authenticate their identity if they’re 
signing the authorization form in a remote transaction.
To authenticate the taxpayer’s identity for remote transactions, take these steps:
1. Inspect a valid government-issued photo identification (ID) of the taxpayer and compare the photo to the 

taxpayer via a self-taken picture of the taxpayer or video conferencing to compare. Examples of government-
issued photo ID include a driver’s license, employer ID, school ID, state ID, military ID, national ID, voter ID, visa 
or passport;

2. Record the name, Social Security number (SSN) or Individual Taxpayer Identification Number (ITIN), address, 
and date of birth of the taxpayer; and

3. Verify the taxpayer’s name, address and SSN or ITIN through secondary documentation, such as a federal or 
state tax return, IRS notice or letter, Social Security card or credit card or utility statement. For example, 
suppose a taxpayer changed their address in 2020. In that case, a 2019 tax return can be used to verify the 
taxpayer’s name and SSN or ITIN, and a recent utility statement can be used to verify the taxpayer’s new 
address. 

Note: The IRS requires “Books or records relating to a form or its instructions must be retained as long as their 
contents may become material in the administration of any Internal Revenue law.“ I would imagine that is similar to 
forever.



E-Signature Summary
 It is not the signature that is the challenge, but the remote identity 

verification and records retention. The final nail for e-Signature is that tax pros 
are not allowed to fax to PPS/PPL/ACS for instant access.

 The hope is eventually the IRS will improve the online POA/TIA method to 
make the upload portal unnecessary except as a back-up.

 If you have an established relationship with the taxpayer you need to 
document it and you do not need to do the additional verification steps. 
Completing a tax return qualifies as an “established relationship”.



Staff Member Best Practices
 Business gets an 8821 signed and submitted.
 Non-Circular 230 staff sign up for e-Services so they can get access to the SOR 

Mailbox (AKA e-Services Mailbox).
 Staff can then call PPS/PPL (Not ACS since it requires a 2848) and ask 

questions on the account and request transcripts to their mailbox as an 
employee of the business CAF holder.

 The person calling must be the mailbox user (the boss cannot allow staff to 
call on their behalf).



Business CAF Numbers
 A business CAN get a CAF number assigned to it.
 Businesses CANNOT register for an e-Services account.
 The best practice for a business CAF is to get an 8821 listing the business and the caf as 

the appointee. 
 This allows any employee with the company to call PPS and ask for information on 

the taxpayer.
 If the employee has an e-Services account, they can request transcripts be sent to 

their SOR Mailbox.
 The IRS will only place transcripts in the caller’s mailbox (they cannot request 

they be put in another employee’s mailbox).



Do Staff Members Need CAF Numbers
 All Circular 230 Pros should request a CAF Number. (EA, CPA, Attorney)
 Non-Circular 230 employees only need a CAF if they are submitting 8821 

forms with them listed as the Designee.
 If they will only be requesting transcripts via PPS/PPL under the Business CAF 

then they do not need a CAF.



Calling The IRS Best Practices
There is a wide variety of options.



Get The Answers To The Test
The IRS uses third party data sources to verify Offers In Compromises (OIC).

 Credit Reports – IRS has access to the client’s credit report. Both secured and un-secured 
debt is available for review.

 Asset Reports – Nexis Lexis/Accurint (and other companies) offer public information 
database reports that include property associated with the taxpayer. Examples of property 
include but are not limited to:
 Land
 Properties (homes and commercial property)
 Airplanes
 Watercraft

 Possibly insurance policies – I am aware of a couple of cases where the IRS asked for 
insurance policies to look for riders on jewelry, firearms, etc. The IRS does not have direct 
access. These need to be provided by the taxpayer or through a subpoena.



IRS Internal Verification
5.8.5.3.1.1 (03-23-2018) Verification through Internal Research

1) Verify as much of the CIS as possible through internal sources.
2) The following internal and external information sources may be considered. Discuss any major discrepancies with the 

taxpayer/POA and document the history. This list is not all inclusive.
Internal Sources Review to
ENMOD and INOLES Identify/research cross reference TINs for related business activity not declared on the CIS.
SUMRY, IMFOL and BMFOL Verify full compliance and determine if there are any open control bases or freeze codes.
RTVUE (IMF)/ BRTVUE (BMF), 
TRDBV, or TDS

Compare the amount of reported income and expenses declared on the CIS to verify the amounts are within 
reason.
Compare real estate tax and mortgage interest deductions to the amounts declared on the CIS. Discuss 
any difference with the taxpayer to determine the reason for the increase or decrease.

Identify accounts not reported on the CIS, such as certificates of deposit or investment accounts.

Verify sources of income, such as employers, bank accounts, and retirement accounts.

Identify recent transferred or disposed of assets, such as stocks and bonds.

Review W-2 information to determine if taxable wages are less than FICA wages, which may indicate the 
taxpayer has an employer sponsored retirement account (401k or 403b).

State Motor Vehicle Records Identify motor vehicles currently registered to the taxpayer but not declared on the CIS. Also check for 
ownership in business names.
Identify real property titled to the taxpayer but not declared on the CIS.

Identify property held by transferee, nominee, or alter ego. Also check for ownership in business names.
Accurint Identify other aliases, related business entities, UCC filings, properties, judgments, and vehicle 

registrations. In most instances, the OE/OS should only be using current information to verify the taxpayer's 
ownership or interest in assets.
Identify past residences and employers.

Verify competing lien holders, balances due and payment history.

Identify property not listed on CIS.

IRPTRO

Real Estate Records

Credit Bureau Report


Sheet1

		Taxpayer Documentation		Review to

		Wage Earner — three months of wage statements or a current wage statement with year–to–date figures.		Compare earnings to the income declared on the CIS.



				Verify adequate tax withholding.



				Identify payroll deductions.



				Identify deductions to savings accounts, credit union accounts, or retirement accounts.



		Self-employed – proof of gross income, profit and loss (P&L) statement from the most recent 6 - 12 month period,		Compare earnings to the income declared on the CIS.

		Note:

		In certain instances, more specific information may be required from the taxpayer including accounts receivable listings, commission statements, etc).

		Bank statements – three current months showing the monthly transactions, withdrawals, and deposits for IMF accounts and six months for operating businesses.		Compare deposit amounts to income reported on the tax return and CIS. Question deposits that exceed reported income and unusual expenses paid.

				Note:

				Only consider requesting specific cancelled checks and deposit items if questionable items cannot be adequately explained. IRM 5.8.5.7, Cash.

		Retirement account statements and brochures, brokerage account statements, securities, or other investments		Identify the type (mandatory/voluntary), conditions for borrowing, conditions for withdrawal, and current market value. IRM 5.8.5.10, Retirement or Profit Sharing Plans.

		Life insurance policies		Identify the cash value of the policy. IRM 5.8.5.9, Life Insurance.

		Motor vehicle statements from the lender		Verify monthly payment and payoff amount. IRM 5.8.5.12, Motor Vehicles, Airplanes and Boats.

		Real estate lender statements		Identify the payoff amount and monthly payment expense and verify the property address on the real estate or lender statement. IRM 5.8.5.13, Real Estate.

		Court orders and court ordered payments for child support/alimony		Verify responsibility for child support/alimony, that the payments are actually being made, and the length of time payments are required to be made.

				Note:

				If a copy of the court order is not provided or the payment cannot be verified, the payment will be disallowed as an expense.



https://www.irs.gov/irm/part5/irm_05-008-005rhttps://www.irs.gov/irm/part5/irm_05-008-005rhttps://www.irs.gov/irm/part5/irm_05-008-005r

Sheet2

		Internal Sources		Review to

		ENMOD and INOLES		Identify/research cross reference TINs for related business activity not declared on the CIS.

		SUMRY, IMFOL and BMFOL		Verify full compliance and determine if there are any open control bases or freeze codes.

		RTVUE (IMF)/ BRTVUE (BMF), TRDBV, or TDS		Compare the amount of reported income and expenses declared on the CIS to verify the amounts are within reason.

		IRPTRO		Compare real estate tax and mortgage interest deductions to the amounts declared on the CIS. Discuss any difference with the taxpayer to determine the reason for the increase or decrease.



				Identify accounts not reported on the CIS, such as certificates of deposit or investment accounts.



				Verify sources of income, such as employers, bank accounts, and retirement accounts.



				Identify recent transferred or disposed of assets, such as stocks and bonds.



				Review W-2 information to determine if taxable wages are less than FICA wages, which may indicate the taxpayer has an employer sponsored retirement account (401k or 403b).

		State Motor Vehicle Records		Identify motor vehicles currently registered to the taxpayer but not declared on the CIS. Also check for ownership in business names.

		Real Estate Records		Identify real property titled to the taxpayer but not declared on the CIS.



				Identify property held by transferee, nominee, or alter ego. Also check for ownership in business names.

		Accurint		Identify other aliases, related business entities, UCC filings, properties, judgments, and vehicle registrations. In most instances, the OE/OS should only be using current information to verify the taxpayer's ownership or interest in assets.

		Credit Bureau Report		Identify past residences and employers.



				Verify competing lien holders, balances due and payment history.



				Identify property not listed on CIS.







Credit Report: Have your client obtain their free annual credit report 
while in your office to assist with your financial disclosures.
LexisNexis Asset Report: The IRS has access to this report. Great way 
to find many of your client’s assets they may have forgot about. Have 
your client request their free Nexis report at: 
https://personalreports.lexisnexis.com/access_your_full_file_disclosure.jsp
This report is mailed and will arrive in 1-3 weeks at the taxpayer’s residence.
The IRS has access to both of these resources and will use them to verify 433 
forms in some cases. 

Free Resources

https://personalreports.lexisnexis.com/access_your_full_file_disclosure.jsp


Asset Report Example



This is the letter I received from 
LexisNexis with instructions on 
how to download my complete 
report.

I requested it on November 18th

and it arrived within 5 days. Not 
sure if this is average but pretty 
quick. (Looks like they mailed it 
the same day)



Social Security Administration (SSA)
 Social Security has a login Portal called My Social Security
 All prior year reported wages are available
 Unfortunately withholding and state information is not available



SSA Account 
Main Page



SSA 
Account 
Earning 

Page



SSA Account 
Earning 

Page



SSA Account 
Earning 
Annual 
Detail 

Examples



Get Actual Copies Of the Original W-2
Free if related to a Social Security related Reason – Fee of $90 (per 

year) for any other purpose - including filing tax returns. 
https://faq.ssa.gov/en-us/Topic/article/KA-02501
DRAWBACK – can only obtain W-2 information! Other income 

information (1099s, 1098s, etc.) will not be available via this method.
IRS wage & income does not have state withholding so this is an option if 

taxpayer no longer has or can’t obtain from state.

When I was practicing we used to estimate the withholding and that 
worked for us.

https://faq.ssa.gov/en-us/Topic/article/KA-02501


Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Request

 Can request via mail or online.  Must show that you have a right to 
the information requested (i.e. a 2848) and confirm your Identity 
(Driver’s License)
Online is the fastest, must still sign the request.
Fees may apply if more than 2 hours of work or over 100 pages

Must provide sufficient details of what is being requested and/or for 
what purposes in order for the information to be identified and 
provided, assuming it does not fall into an exemption.  
Would also mention that unable to achieve through other channels. 

Information is generally provided on disk. 



SFR Examination Report

Adjustments to Income 
will show W&I info used 
in the SFR.
Can request from the 

Examination Department 
(if not archived) or via 
FOIA request. 



State DOR
State Department of Revenue websites and online accounts can be 
another source of information from your taxpayer.



Recommended Mailing Best Practices
1. Scan the contents of the package and save the file
2. Take a picture or video of the contents with the envelope.
3. Make sure to show the sealed envelope after with a close time 

stamp.
4. Mail to IRS using certified mail (signature discussion on next 

slide). Make sure to take another picture showing the certified 
slip on the actual envelope.



Certified Mail Signature vs 
No Signature

1. Optimally a certified mailing with return receipt (a signature) is the preferred 
method.

2. However, I recommend mailing certified mail no return receipt since 
sometimes the IRS does not have anyone available to sign.

3. Keep in mind with either method the IRS will argue the contents were 
different than claimed. 



Questions?
TaxHelpSoftware.com

Roger W. Nemeth, EA & NTPI Fellow
Email: info@AuditDetective.com

TaxMentor.com
Catharine O’Connor, Esq.

Email: info@TaxMentor.com



Tax Rep Network Transcripts, 
CSEDs and Strategy



Handout Overview
 PDF Slides of presentation
 IRS Installment Agreement Amortization Worksheet



IRS Acronyms
If there is an acronym you do not understand in this presentation Google: “irs 
glossary section 1”



Presentation Overview

CSED Overview.
The importance of the CSED in post filing collection and compliance 

work.
Impact of the new Non-Streamlined Installment Agreements (NSIA)
CSED strategies for Installment Agreements
CSED Case Studies



Tax Mentor CSED Calculation Seminar
Today’s presentation is covering the strategies around CSEDs. In May of 
2022 we will be hosting our 3rd Annual Tax Mentor CSED Seminar.
This seminar will teach the nuts and bolts of CSED calculations and in 

depth appeal techniques and strategies.
3 Days with 4 Hours each day for a total of 12 CE/CPE.
No other class anywhere teaches how to calculate CSEDs with real 

world exercises and scenarios using both software and manual 
calculations and research to take your practice to the next level.
Dates to be announced $495 for THS, Tax Mentor and TRN Members



Collection Statute Expiration Date (CSED)

 The CSED defines how long the IRS has to collect tax for a specific 
assessment.

 The CSED is calculated as 10 years after the assessment date.
 Most assessments carry their own CSED.
 The CSED can be extended by tolling events.
 Tolling Event is an event that “extends” a time frame.



IRS CSED Vs Calculated CSED
 IRS CSED – The CSED for each assessment as calculated by the IRS in the IRS IDRS 

(Computer System).
 Calculated CSED – This is the CSED calculated by the tax professional manually and/or 

using software.
 Use caution when just relying on software to calculate the CSED.
 Not all transcript softwares are the same. Softwares have different levels of 

accuracy.
 All software-calculated CSEDs should be reviewed manually.



Tolling Event Calculations

 If two or more tolling events overlap the days in the overlap are only tolled one time.
 The CDP tolls from the start date until the end date.
 The Bankruptcy only tolls from the end of the CDP until the end date.
 The Pending IA does not toll because it overlaps completely with the previous events. 

Tolling Event Start Date Duration End Date Days Tolled Overlap Days Not Tolled

CDP 12/1/2005 427 2/1/2007 427 0

Bankruptcy 7/1/2006 609 3/1/2008 394 215

Pending IA 10/1/2006 426 12/1/2007 0 426



CSED Example

Tolling Event Start Date Duration End Date Days Tolled Overlap Days Not Tolled

CDP 12/1/2005 427 2/1/2007 427 0

Bankruptcy 7/1/2006 609 3/1/2008 394 215

Pending IA 10/1/2006 426 12/1/2007 0 426

Assessment 1 4/15/2004 1,462 4/15/2014 821 641



Why is CSED so important?
 The Collection Statutes Expiration Date is the statutory 10-year time limit for the IRS to collect a 

debt. It can be extended by “Tolling Events”.
 The CSED defines the overall case strategy for a collections case.

 Example if the debt expires in 30 days the taxpayer want to do nothing and hope it expires 
before action is taken as opposed to if the CSED has six years or more left.

 CSED now defines the monthly payments in the Non-Streamlined Installment Agreements 
(NSIA) up to the 10-year maximum. (IRS IRM 5.19.1.2.6.4.3(4))
 NSIA allows taxpayers who owe up to $250,000 to provide no financial disclosure if 

they can pay the amount owed before the collection statute of limitations expires.
 Does not qualify for NSIA if Revenue Officer assigned.

 Occasionally, due to the IRS CSED inaccuracies challenging the CSED sometimes results in 
the strategy being the debt is already expired. Obviously this only applies to older cases 
with tolling events.



Installment Agreements & CSED
The Non-Streamlined Installment Agreements (NSIA) are set to become the 
number one resolution option.
Since the IRS is relying on the IRS CSED in their system an opportunity 

exists to save your clients significant money.
TIGTA has reported that over 40% of all CSEDs with at least one tolling 

event are inaccurate.
TIGTA also reports 12% of tolling events are not recorded properly.
Tax Payer Advocate has also reported that there is a systematic issue 

with Pending Installment Agreements in addition to the 40%.
I believe 60% of all CSEDs with tolling events have a potential issue.



40% Of IRS CSED’s With 
Tolling Are Inaccurate

According to the TIGTA Report: Recalculations of the Collection Statute Expiration Date Were 
Not Always Accurate from September 16, 2013 Reference Number:  2013-30-098

“Test results of a statistical sample of 75 tax modules from a population of 1,085 with manually recalculated CSEDs 
showed that 29 (39 percent) of the 75 tax modules contained errors. Twenty-one had inaccurate CSEDs and eight were 
missing the required documentation to support the CSEDs. Based on the results of our case review from a population of 
1,085 tax modules that were manually recalculated between July 1, 2011, and June 30, 2012, we estimate that CSEDs for 
260 tax modules were extended longer than they should have been, 43 tax modules were not extended as long as they 
should have been, and 116 tax modules were unverifiable.”

In both reviews over 10% of the cases the tolling events did not have the supporting 
documentation to be verified.  

 8/75 = 10.6%
 116/1,085 = 10.6%



Taxpayer Advocate Has Identified 
A CSED Computer Glitch

According to the NTA Blog from September 7, 2018 the Taxpayer Advocate Service (TAS) identified a 
computer glitch that affected a large number of taxpayer’s. The TAS identified five buckets of cases 
affected by these glitches:

 Bucket 1 = multiple pending IAs with only one corresponding rejected IA determination
 Bucket 2 = one pending IA and one approved IA where 52 or more weeks have passed
 Bucket 3 = multiple pending IAs with one approved IA, where 26 or more weeks have passed
 Bucket 4 = one pending IA with one rejected IA, at least 52 weeks later
 Bucket 5 = one pending IA, with no other action on the IA request for at least 52 weeks

The IRS reviewed cases in Bucket 3 and found 83% had miscalculated CSED (In an unpublished 
report). According to this article any taxpayer in one of these buckets should contact their local TAS.

https://taxpayeradvocate.irs.gov/news/NTA-blog-IRS-Working-to-Address-Collection-Activity-on-Accounts-with-expired-CSED?category=Tax%20News



Non-Streamlined Installment Agreements
The terms for the NSIA can vary from 1 month all the way to 119 

months.
Tax Pros need to review the different options with their clients.
In your handouts I provided an IRS Installment Agreement Amortization 

Worksheet for analyzing different IA strategies. 



Installment Agreement Comparison Example #1
Taxpayer owes $100,000
IRS CSED is 119 months remaining
Taxpayer advises they can pay $1,200 per month
90 months gets them close to their $1,200 target. It also saves them $3,944 over 

the longer duration IA at 119 months.

Balance

The terms to 
compare



Installment Agreement Comparison Example #2
Taxpayer owes $75,000
IRS CSED is 72 months remaining
Taxpayer would like to pay off the debt in 3 years (36 months).
Paying off over 36 versus 72 months doubles the monthly, but saves $3,532.03



The Stealth Partial Pay Installment Agreement
A Stealth Partial Pay Installment Agreement is an any Installment 
Agreement where the calculated CSED is less than the IRS CSED.

Strategy
Enter into an NSIA using the IRS CSED.
Set a reminder on your calendar when the calculated CSED 

approaches.
Contest the CSED once the calculated date has passed (You have two 

years after last payment to get refund under RSED)



Using The Amortization Worksheet to 
Calculate Potential Stealth PPIA Savings



Find The 
Calculated CSED 
Months 
Remaining To 
Determine 
Savings



THS Is the only program that calculates IA and 
payment applications correctly
THS applies every payment and credit the same way that the IRS does 

to get remaining balance amount. 
Oldest Debt (or closest CSED to expiring)
Assessed (Tax, Penalty, Interest) then accrued (Penalties and Interest)

THS also calculates the most accurate CSED.
THS then calculates the estimated IA payment for each assessment 

using the daily accrued interest and then adds them all up including 
all the accruals.



THS Main Dashboard Shows IA Comparisons



THS CSED & IA Calculation Section



CSED Scenario 1
Stealth PPIA



CSED Scenario 2

CSED expired but not being written off



CSED Scenario 3

Tax Pro makes $30k in less than 8 house contesting CSED



QUESTIONS?

TaxMentor.com
&

info@taxmentor.com
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IRS Collection Process
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Billing Notice — CP 501
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Threat to Levy — CP-504
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CP-90
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 Week of June 15th ACS grinds back to life

 Final Notices issued

 Levies commence 45 days later

 The Final Notice from ACS (Letter 11) resembles the CP-504!

Beware the Letter 11!
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Beware the Letter 11...Looks like a CP-504
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Beware – 30-day CDP rights buried on page 2
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Appeals: CDP, Equivalent, 
CAP
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IRS Collection Process: Final Notice and Right to a Hearing

• 1998 IRS Restructuring and Reform Act Created Collection Appeals

• Hearing is with a “Settlement Officer” which is an appeals officer 
for the collection area

• Will attempt to work out a resolution
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 Within 30-Days: CDP

 After 30-Days but within 1-year: Equivalent

 Anytime enforcement is threatened: CAP

Appeal
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 Three versions: Letter 11, Letter 1058 
and CP-90

 Final Notice includes Form 12153

 Taxpayer has 30-days to request a 
hearing

 You MUST file the request

 If the 30-day window is missed, file for 
an equivalent hearing

IRS Collection Process: Final Notice and Right to a Hearing
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Form 12153
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IRS Collection Process: Appeals: CDP

• 1998 IRS Restructuring and Reform Act created appeal rights for 
Collection Cases and gave the United States Tax Court authority 
to hear collection appeals

• The IRS is required to give the taxpayer 30 days to request an 
appeal prior to levying

• This appeal is referred to as Collection Due Process Appeal, or 
CDP
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IRS Collection Process: Appeals: CDP

• If the Form 12153 is filed within 30 days requesting a CDP hearing, 
the case will be forwarded to Appeals

• All collection action will cease for that tax period, unless the 
taxpayer continues to pyramid liabilities

• If the taxpayer continues to incur new tax liabilities, Appeals may 
grant tax collection division the authority to continue enforced 
collection activity
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 Appeals will contact the taxpayer 
with a letter confirming they 
have the case and requesting 
information

 Knowing the Appeal was 
requested, the taxpayer should 
be preparing the Collection 
Information Statement (Forms 
433) in advance of the hearing

IRS Collection Process: Appeals: CDP
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 The hearing is usually by phone, though 
the representative can request a face-to-
face meeting

 No guarantee IRS will grant the in-person 
request

IRS Collection Process: Appeals: CDP
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 Decision document will be sent

 US Tax Court waiver

 Nobody wants to set everything up if client decides to litigate

If Agreement is Reached
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CDP

 Collection stops, case to Appeals, US Tax Court rights to litigate of you and 
Appeals cannot agree

Equivalent

 Case goes to Appeals, but you do not have Tax Court rights and Collection 
does not need to stop

CDP vs Equivalent
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 Request with Form 12153, check Box 7

 If you do not check the box, you will not have requested the equivalent 
hearing

 IRS are sticklers about this

 Client, like with CDP, must be in compliance

Equivalent hearing
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Form 12153
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IRS Collection Process: Appeals: CAP

• IRS created a procedural appeal process called the Collection 
Appeal Process, or CAP

• A CAP appeal can be requested whenever a levy or lien is 
threatened by the collection division

• This is a procedural review to make sure the collection division has 
followed procedure

• It allows a taxpayer to get their case in front of an appeals officer
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 Ask to speak with the supervisor

 If do not get the result you think you 
should, tell them you want a Cap 
Appeal

 Fax to them Form 9423 within 48 
hours

How to Request a CAP Appeal?
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 An Appeals Officer will call you within 5 days

 The focus is on why you believe procedure has not been followed

 Cannot request a collection alternative this way, but you can raise issues of 
why the one you submitted wasn’t accepted

CAP Hearing
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 Ted comes to us with a slew of notices Friday at 5pm before Eric flies to Vegas

 He just e-filed 2018, 2019 and 2020 about 8 months ago and now has Letter-
11s from ACS for 2018-2020.

 He owes $85,000 combined

 Friday is the 30th day since the notices were issued

 Options?

Let’s Complete This Thing!
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1. Short Term Payment Plan over 180 days (IR 2020-248)

2. Streamlined IA combined with an FTA

3. 433 and possible OIC – File the 12153

Options?
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 We explain the short-term plan ($85,000/6 months = $14,166 per month)

 Streamlined ($85,000/112 months = $785 per month)

 If we do not file the CDP its gone

Ted
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Ted – File CDP
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Collection Information 
Statement (433)
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 It is the financial statement the IRS requires

 It creates the roadmap for collection

 It is what we use to sort out the collection possibilities

 But Which Form to use?

The 433 is the cornerstone of IRS Collection
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 433-A Complex for Individuals, Field Collections 

 433-F Simple for Individuals seeking CNC Status (ACS)

 433-H Simple for Individuals seeking Regular IA or PPIA (ACS)

 433-B For Business Entities

 433-D Payment agreement (can also use a Form 9465)

 433-A (OIC) Individuals for Offers-in-Compromise

 433-B (OIC) Businesses for Offers-in-Compromise

Which 433 do you need?
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 The 433-A is the most common form

 It is the most detailed

 If you get this the others are easy

We will focus on the 433-A
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 So why does Eric Like the 433-F and 433-H more than the 433-A?

 You can use a 433-A and send it into ACS, which Eric usually prefers, but 
under what circumstance does it strategically make sense to not use a 433-A 
but the 433-F/H instead?

Test Your Knowledge
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 If the client has dissipated assets by transferring them to other people!

Test Your Knowledge
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 Cash 

 Investments

 Virtual Currency

 Available Credit

 Life Insurance

 Real Estate

 Personal Vehicles

So lets complete this thing!

 Personal Assets 

 Future Income

 Business assets

 Business Profit and 
Loss
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 IRM 5.15.1.7 requires three months of bank 
statements, and ROs often may ask for 6 
months or even a year

 How much to provide depends upon the 
situation

 Example: Wage earner (3 months)

 Example 2: Seasonal Landscaper (maybe 12 
months)

Basics – Numbers Need to be Backed-Up
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 IRM § 5.15.1.8 (7) –
Dependents are those claimed 
on the 1040

 IRM § 5.15.1.11(3) – no other 
alternative

Basics- Dependents
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 Clean up the client before presenting them

 Examples:

a. Extra LLCs

b. Vehicles and other personal stuff

Practice Tip!!!
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 Cash includes cash in the bank and on-hand.  List the cash that ties to the 
bank balance at the end of the last bank statement

 IRM 5.8.5.7 – allows cash to be treated as not available if it is needed to pay 
current expenses, usually 1 month

 Argue for an amount equal to one month of allowable expenses to be treated 
as not available for collection

 Example, TP has $10,000 in the bank and allowable monthly expenses of 
$7,200.  We explain that per IRM 5.8.5.7  that $7,200 is needed by the TP and 
only $2,800 should be required to be paid in to the IRS

Cash
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 Investments are valued at their current market value available per public 
listing

 Consider if the investment is something that either (a) has no value or (b) is 
not marketable (like a SMLLC without assets)

 IRM 5.15.1.28 (2) – Contributions to retirement plans are not an allowable 
expense

Investments
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 For qualified investments, the IRS steps into the shows of the TP: if client can 
liquidate and get it so can the IRS

 Allow for current taxes on gains/income and any 10% early withdrawal 
penalty

 IRS will want loans taken if allowed and needs to allow for the future expense 
repaying the loan

Investments
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 Considered an asset

 IRS is utilizing AI to compare to 433s 
submitted by taxpayers in the last few 
years

 Fraud referrals are up 42% from 
Collections

Virtual Currency
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 IRS does not ask TP to take loans 
against credit card

 Home equity loans they will

 I generally list to show if taxpayers 
are in bad shape

 Credit card payments and 
minimums are already included in 
allowable expenses (Misc expense)

Available Credit
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“The miscellaneous allowance is for expenses taxpayers may incur that are not 
included in any other allowable living expense items, or for any portion of 
expenses that exceed the Collection Financial Standards and are not allowed 
under a deviation. Taxpayers can use the miscellaneous allowance to pay for 
expenses that exceed the standards, or for other expenses such as credit card 
payments, bank fees and charges, reading material and school supplies.”

https://www.irs.gov/businesses/small-businesses-self-employed/national-
standards-food-clothing-and-other-items

Food, Clothing, Misc.

https://www.irs.gov/businesses/small-businesses-self-employed/national-standards-food-clothing-and-other-items
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 Cash value life insurance is considered an asset

 Cash value will be considered available

 Find out limit on borrowing to avoid collapsing the policy

 If used to pay taxes loan repayment should be allowed

 Term is allowed as an expense

 Negotiate for a portion of permanent policies to be allowed as an expense!

Life Insurance
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 80% quicksale value

 IRS uses Zillow as a default check, so 
check

 If like Zillow, use it

 If not, then consider an appraisal plus a 
separate statement of value plus town 
valuation

 IRM 5.15.1.31 –Exception: Taxpayers will 
not be required to pursue the equity in 
real property if doing so would cause an 
economic hardship

Real Estate – the Asset
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 The housing and utilities standards are derived from U.S. Census Bureau, 
American Community Survey and BLS data, and are provided by state down to 
the county level. The standard for a particular county and family size includes 
both housing and utilities allowed for a taxpayer's primary place of residence. 
Housing and utilities standards are also provided for Puerto Rico.

 Housing and Utilities standards include mortgage or rent, property taxes, 
interest, insurance, maintenance, repairs, gas, electric, water, heating oil, 
garbage collection, residential telephone service, cell phone service, cable 
television, and Internet service. The tables include five categories for one, 
two, three, four, and five or more persons in a household.

Real Estate - Expense
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 TP gets lesser of the standard or their actual

 Does NOT include HELOC/Home Equity Line - this expense goes on the 
secured debts line

 Benefits the taxpayer because otherwise usually just ignored because of the 
limitation

 IRM 5.15.1.31 – establishing FMV, reduced by loans. Make three attempts 
online to tap equity (online because of the rejections) 

 Exception: Taxpayers will not be required to pursue the equity in real 
property if doing so would cause an economic hardship 

Real Estate - Expense
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 Each spouse is entitled to 1 vehicle

 IRS will not allow a payment if the person 
has another vehicle (Pick-up truck with 
payment, and a motorcycle with none)

 This is an area where we often have to do 
clean-up before submitting

Personal Vehicles
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 $9,790 is exempt under Rev Proc 
2020-45

 IRS is looking for assets that can 
be sold – jewelry, artwork, 
collectibles

 Check the Homeowner’s 
insurance riders!

Personal Assets
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 Its asking for FMV, not replacement value

 Meaning: if you dragged all the crap onto the front lawn and held a yard sale 
what would you get for it?

 Clients often list what it would cost to BUY it all again (ie. Replace) and 
massively overstate the value

Practice Tip on Personal Assets!
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 Again, note the analysis is for cash-flow, not taxable income

 Income sources will therefore include all cash flow into the household

a. wages and earned income

b. social security 

c. disability income

d. alimony and child support

Future Income
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 IRS will add up the bank deposits on the bank statements provided, divide by 
the number of months and compare it to the income reported

 You MUST do this!

 Explain what is off

 If necessary due to timing or seasonality, you can provide more than the 3 or 
6 requested

Practice Tip!
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 Depreciation on P&Ls is removed 
as not a cash expense

 Actual payments though are 
added back (car payments for 
instance)

 Bad debts are never an expense 
(not a hit to future cash flow)

Cash Flow – IRM 5.15.1.16
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 Actual – what the taxpayer is actually spending

 National – is a standard that all taxpayers get regardless of whether they 
spend it or not

 Local – the taxpayer is allowed the lesser of what they spend or the standard

Three Types of Expenses
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Expenses: Actual vs Allowable
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 Accounting & Legal Fees – we are an allowed expense (future income, so 
retainer is an issue but consider the note or credit card)

 Charitable contributions – disallowed unless required for your job

 Child/dependent care – must be no other option

 Court ordered payments (alimony and child support) – must be required and 
actually being paid

 Education – allowed if for physically or mentally handicapped child, or as a 
condition of employment

Other Expenses – IRM 5.15.1.11
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 Secured or legally perfected debts – must be required, secured (lien) and 
being paid

 Current year taxes – all taxes (FIT, SIT, SE, FICA, Local Income, etc) Current 
taxes are allowed regardless of whether the taxpayer made them in the past 
or not.

 Delinquent state & local taxes – allowed in full if state is ahead of the IRS in 
priority, otherwise available income apportioned based upon percentage of 
total tax debt

 Student Loans – Federally guaranteed, for the TP, and being paid 

 Personal loan repayment if proceeds went to pay taxes

Other Expenses – IRM 5.15.1.11
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 The P&L needs to be scrutinized for the following:

 Depreciation needs to be added back but actual costs removed (buildings, 
cars, etc).  The depreciation is a non-cash expense so its added back, but the 
actual payments have to be removed because it’s a cash flow analysis - IRM 
5.15.1.16 

 No double-dipping: if the vehicles are being written off for business cannot 
claim it on the 433-A, same with health insurance, home office, etc

Business P&L
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 If the asset is necessary for the production of income, can it be used to secure 
a loan

 Account for the loss of income stream if the asset were either liquidated or 
used as collateral to secure a loan

 If a loan cannot be secured and the assets are necessary to produce income 
for the taxpayer than TP is allowed to retain the asset without requiring him 
to borrow

 Go online and apply for loans and get rejections

Business Assets - IRM 5.15.1.23 
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 Start paying expenses that were behind (student loans, child support and 
alimony)

 Look at expenses not being taken that could (term life, disability insurance, 
health insurance, car loan/lease)

 We are an allowable expense, but only if a future expense, so taxpayer needs 
to repay it in the future (loan or credit card)

 Our fees do NOT reduce the equity in assets unless secured by a lien ahead of 
the IRS 

Strategies
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 International Taxpayers – identify a city for similar cost of living in US and use 
it (Tel Aviv = Singapore = NYC, so use NYC)

 Allowable expense guidelines are just that, guidelines, and you can deviate 
where it is not sufficient – IRM 5.15.1.8(6).  Deviation must be because its 
necessary and not convenience – IRM 5.15.1.8(8). 

 National Standards are allowed without question (Melissa’s client and 
restaurants): IRM 5.15.1.9(2)

Quirky Things to Remember….
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 The business that owes payroll taxes or civil penalties at the entity level (1065 
or 1120), you will still need to do the 433-A as well as the 433-B

 Example, TP owns S Corp, and S Corp owes $80,000 in payroll taxes.  Its P&L 
shows wages to the owner of $100,000, and $25,000 of profits to the owner 
on his K-1.  How much can the company afford to pay annually toward the 
payroll issue?

 You cannot know without the 433-A.  So, we do the 433-A and let’s say it 
shows the owner needs $85,000 a year to cover allowable expenses….

Practice Tips – The Business That Owes
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We have three options (third is only to illustrate):

 Set up the Company to pay the $25,000 per year through an IA and arrange 
for the owner to pay $15,000 a year against the TFRP (the 100K of wages less 
the $85K needed for allowable expenses), or

 Set up the Company to pay the $40,000 against the payroll liability, reduce 
the owner’s wages to $85,000 and make the owner CNC (IRS Likes This!)

 Increase owner’s salary to $125,000, have the owner pay $40,000 against 
TFRP and make the company CNC until TFRP is paid then reduce the salary so 
company can start paying (Owner likes this, IRS will refuse!)

Practice Tips – The Business That Owes
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 Its good to be default aggressive (I am)

 BUT….the taxpayer submits the financial 
under penalty of perjury

 So a few thoughts on handling this….

Remember: Ethical Responsibilities
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 The 433 is being signed under penalty of perjury

 Client must disclose everything

 Collection Cases do go criminal

Penalty of Perjury
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Joel Field, owner and operator of Cadillac Ranch restaurants and bars in 
Ohio and elsewhere, was sentenced by a federal court in Ohio to serve 12 
months and one day in prison, to be followed by four months in a halfway 
house and four months of home confinement, and was ordered to pay 
$349,778 in restitution and a $4,000 fine for tax evasion. According to 
court documents, Field filed his 1997 through 2001 tax returns but failed 
to pay the full tax due and owing. While the IRS was attempting to collect 
his taxes, Field transferred assets into the names of nominees and 
submitted false IRS Forms 433-A (Collection Information Statements for 
Wage Earners and Self-Employed Individuals).

Cadillac Ranch

https://www.justice.gov/tax/2014/txdv141245.htm
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So, Day 1 is Over


